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WHEN IT COMES TO PONTOONS,
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SF Marina is a world-renowned expert in the development of new or
existing premium marinas. We provide state-of-the-art floating breakwaters and concrete pontoons to anyone, anywhere, who is planning to
build a marina. And who wants it to still be there after the storm.
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BUILDING
BLOCKS

As our product range has evolved, it now has many applications. Together
with our clients, we have the luxury of choosing the right pontoon, in the right
materials, for the right job. By developing the heavy-duty end of our portfolio to
always be a step stronger, we’ve also become experts in ﬂoating breakwaters,
able to incorporate the strongest of building blocks when designing and
engineering a marina that will withstand the test of time. Marinetek.net
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Boating
boom
After publishing two digital-only issues (due to COVID-related postal
distribution problems), we are delighted to return to print for Issue 121 and
continue our two-part 20 year anniversary celebration of marinas. We look
back on a range of fantastic newbuilds around the world at a time when we
know the day-to-day operation of marinas is more challenging but that the
future could hold great promise.
Never would we have thought that a global pandemic could become our best ‘grow
boating’ marketing tool. Although the downside of COVID-19 is as down as it gets –
loss of life, serious illness and loss of livelihoods in a myriad of sectors – interest in
boating has risen beyond anything we could have predicted. And demand for boats =
demand for berths.
New boat sales; used boat sales; charter; boat club membership; P2P rentals;
PWC and jet boat sales; sportfishing boat sales; holiday rentals: UP. First-time boat
buyers: UP. Interest from younger consumers: UP. ‘Retired’ boaters back on the
water: UP. Whether for day trips, short breaks or two-week vacations, time afloat is
time spent in a mask-free fresh air ‘bubble’ with in-built social distancing.

ITALIAN OFFICE

The resurgence, alas, comes hand in hand with an ironic sting: face-to-face
marketing has never been so challenged. Boat show after boat show around the
world is cancelled, and our much valued B2B events either go online or offline. But,
while the buzz and the networking are sorely missed, boats continue to sell.

ASIA PACIFIC OFFICE

Many retailers in the northern hemisphere suffered a later start to the spring/
summer season due to COVID restrictions but when consumers emerged there was
a strong surge in boat sales and rentals from May/June onwards. Now, in September,
the trend continues. It will be interesting to see how boat sales and charter progress
in coming months in the southern hemisphere.
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I’m impressed by how many marina projects have completed recently even if
some downtime was suffered during lockdown restrictions. Plans are also plentiful
and permissions are being granted for ambitious ventures. The coming months will
likely be bumpy – infection cases are rising in many countries, especially in Europe,
India and the Americas, and reports vary on how close we are to a viable COVID19 vaccine – but as boat ownership remains strong and charter fleets and boat
clubs look likely to expand, the knocks our industry has taken this year should be
comfortably offset by future growth.
Plan your next project!
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INNOVATIVE.
INNOVATIVE.DURABLE.
DURABLE

INNOVATIVE. DURABLE
LOW-MAINTENANCE.
WORLD NEWS LOW-MAINTENANCE.

No Metstrade for 2020
NETHERLANDS: The 2020 marine equipment trade show, Metstrade, scheduled
for 17th-19th November, has been cancelled. Despite substantial effort on the
part of show owners RAI Amsterdam to plan the event in a COVID-19 secure
way, the global situation has been deemed too uncertain to guarantee high
quality attendance levels.
cancel the show. “RAI Amsterdam
Niels Klarenbeck, director maritime
has been hit hard by the current
Metstrade, is disappointed but also
global crisis,” he confirmed. “We
optimistic. “Our team is working
have remained hopeful about the
together with our partners on different
continuation of Metstrade until the very
virtual ways to connect the leisure
end, but the global situation has not
marine industry in these tough times,”
improved significantly. Although this
he said.
decision hurts the entire leisure marine
Bas Dalm, executive vice president
industry, it is the only right decision at
exhibition and sales RAI Amsterdam,
this given moment.”
is also saddened by the decision to

Marinas21– Call for Papers
AUSTRALIA: The Marina Industries Association (MIA) is inviting presentation
submissions for the Marinas21 International Conference and Trade Show
(Marriott Resort Surfers Paradise, 24th-25th May 2021).
“The theme for Marinas21 will be
• Environmental practices, innovations
‘Inspiring Business Success’. While we
and improving sustainability practices
are experiencing troubled times, we aim
• Boatyard and drystack innovations
to provide our industry with a positive
• Technology advancements
and motivating event that focuses
• The future of boat shows and events
on opportunity and success for our
• Benchmarking and yield
industry,” explains organising committee
maximisation – how marinas can
chair, Mike Harvey.
learn from the hotel industry
In line with the theme, speakers are
• Best practice business strategy for
required to cover the following topics:
marinas
• Modern marketing
• Consumer spending in a post-COVID
world
Submissions should be sent to
• Expectations and diversity of future
Suzanne Davies –
generations of boating customers
suzanne@marinas.net.au

Register now for
IBEX Online
IBEX Online: A Virtual Experience is being held 29th September – 2nd
October 2020. For full access, register free of charge at www.ibexshow.com
Registered visitors will be able to
interact with exhibitors by requesting
meetings and information, and chat
live with exhibitor booth staff.
Exhibiting companies will display
their products and services in
customised virtual booths offering
in-depth product detail, video content
and interactive meetings. New
products for 2020 will be on display,
as well as the 2020 Innovation Award
product entries.

The Education Conference is
a key component of the event.
Featuring a selection of exciting new
content for 2020, the sessions will
be delivered through a combination
of live-stream and pre-recorded
presentations, complete with
interactive Q&A sessions and oneon-one conversations. The Virtual
Full Conference Pass is US$245
and is available for purchase when
registering.
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bellingham-marine.com
bellingham-marine.com
800-733-5679
800-733-5679

Custom engineered mooring
technology that lasts

6HFXULQJDOOȵRDWLQJ
applications like marinas,
wave-attenuators, buoys,
DQGȵRDWLQJVRODUSDUNV

We understand the water. We have the products and the knowhow to move away from old fashioned methods like piles, chain,
or cables. /HWXVVKRZ\RXZKDWD6HDȵH[PRRULQJVROXWLRQ
ZRXOGORRNOLNHIRU\RXUȵRDWLQJDSSOLFDWLRQ
Contact our team at LQIR#VHDȵH[QHW

ΖQWHJUDWHGURSHWR
accomodate for the depth.

SEAFLEX SWE +46 90 16 06 50
SEAFLEX US +1 (310) 548-9100

&XVWRPL]HGWRWKHH[DFWVWUHQJWK
DQGOHQJWKQHHGHGWRKDQGOHWKHVLWH
VSHFLȴFZDWHUOHYHOYDULDWLRQDQGIRUFHV

Sustainable materials that ensure
PD[LPXPORQJHYLW\

7KHUHLQIRUFHGHODVWRPHUHORQJDWHV
XSWRWZLFHLWVOHQJWKDQGUHWUDFWV
back to provide constant stability.

Small footprint - always
VWD\VRWKHVHQVLWLYHVHDEHG

$KLJKO\WHFKQRORJLFDOSURGXFW
from a company that cares.

ZZZVHDȵH[QHW

WORLD NEWS

IWMC Industry
Reconnect Webinar
Series

Free registration for each session at www.icomia.org/wmc-industryreconnect
State of the industry around
the globe
(6th October at 10-11:30 UTC)
An update on the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic around the globe
and how marinas have adapted in this
new reality. Speakers: Sara Anghel
(introduction and update on Canada);
Gary Groenewold (update on USA);
Oscar Siches (update on Europe);
Klaus Peters (update on South
America); Bruno Meier (update on
Middle East); Lawrence Chow (update
on Asia); Darren Vaux (update on
Australasia).
Boating and tourism with
COVID-19 – what’s next?
(13th October at 11-12:30 UTC)
Highlights include: The future of
tourism and what is coming next.
How should we adapt? – Alessandre
Priante, regional director of Europe,
WTO; Boating industry insights in
Europe (watersports, shipyards,
boatyards, marinas) – Philip Easthill,
EBI; Boat services and charter
business, lessons learned and insights
for next year – Rosemary Pavlatou,
BWA-A1 Yachting.
Technology looking forward
(20th October at 11-12:30 UTC)
Highlights include: Anti-sedimentation
system – Albert Willemsen, ICOMIA
(Life Marina Plan); The new era
of marina-boater communication.
Where this relationship is going and

the differences between the biggest
markets: USA and Europe – Tom
Mukamal, CEO, IGY Marinas; New
boating technologies and how they
change the way we do boating in the
near future – Pontus Fernstrom, EMEA
marine segment director, Garmin
Europe; Integrating environmentally
sensitive technologies into the
planning, design and construction
of urban, coastal and marine
infrastructure – Shimrit Perkol-Finkel,
ECOncrete; Smart marinas and the
technologies that can improve them –
Iaian Archibald, Swell Advantage.
Vision of CHANGE
(27th October at 12-13:30 UTC)
This session will focus on aspects of
sustainability with a look at how we can
work towards future-proofing marinas,
including stakeholder engagement,
perceived access barriers to
boating, community interaction and
environmental factors: Introduction
and planning for a better future – Sara
Anghel, president ICOMIA; Designing
sustainable and resilient marinas
– Esteban Biondi, PIANC; Marinas
and the Circular Economy – Kellie
Covington; Facilitating charter activity
in marinas – Renata Marevic, Marina
Punat; Social inclusivity: recognising
women in the marine industry – Dee
Caffari, chair of The World Sailing Trust.
PIANC Marina Excellence Design
Award – announcing the winner
(speaker TBC).

Consortium wins
Larnaca tender

CYPRUS: The Cyprus Ministry of Transport has accepted a tender for the
redevelopment of Larnaca port and marina from Eldeman Holding BV and
Alexandrou Corporate Services; a Cypriot-Israeli Consortium.
Plans are in hand to reconfigure the
marina for a minimum of 650 berths,

build a yacht club, retail park, hotels,
residential property and private island.
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WORLD LEADING SPECIALISTS IN GLOBAL MARINA SOLUTIONS

CELEBRATING

Serving the most iconic
marinas in the world for
three decades

For more details contact Rolec’s technical / support / sales team
or visit your local electrical wholesaler

t: 01205 724754
e: rolec@rolecserv.co.uk

Providing reliable solutions
appreciated by both marina
operators and users

Innovators and designers
of revolutionary marina
management technology

@RolecMarina
/ Rolec-Services
www.rolecserv.com

WORLD NEWS

Building starts on
Pacific coast resort
COSTA RICA: Construction of Marina Flamingo, an upmarket marina village
and resort in Playa Flamingo, Guanacaste is now underway. The project will
include a 175-slip marina for yachts up to 125ft (38m), luxury villas, shops and
restaurants.
The resort is being developed by
Shaheen Development of Saginaw,
Michigan and Marina Flamingo
Group, SRL. F3 Marina of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin will manage the marina
element of the project.
Marina Flamingo will offer high-speed
fuel, pump-out, a 100-amp electrical
service, floating docks and VIP
services. A quality hotel and conference
centre will be added in subsequent
phases.

Located outside the hurricane belt and
in the safest Latin American country,
the marina sits in one of the best sport
fishing regions in the world, with pristine
waters and great natural beauty.
It has significant destination appeal
for yachts of all sizes and is in a region
increasingly favoured by superyachts.
Construction of phase one, to include
134 slips in the marina, is expected to
conclude in autumn 2021 and the total
project to complete in 2023.

First stage completes
at Buckler’s Hard
UK: Buckler’s Hard Yacht Harbour on the Beaulieu River in Hampshire, England
has completed the first phase of a rebuild and expansion.
New facilities include upgraded
electrical services as well as deeper
berths to allow larger vessels to take
advantage of the additional walk-ashore
pontoons.
“We are pleased to mark this
milestone in the redevelopment,
allowing us to offer our customers
greater choice and accessibility while

keeping a similar look and feel to the
existing yacht harbour,” said Beaulieu
Enterprises managing director Russell
Bowman.
Marina Projects acted as consultant
for many aspects of the redevelopment
(see Marina World July/August 2019)
and Walcon Marine completed the
phase one pontoon installation, with
an enforced
break during
coronavirus
lockdown.
Walcon is
now preparing
to start the
second stage
this autumn.
By March
2021, the
marina will
have an extra
66 berths and
additional large
moorings,
bringing its
total to 175.
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WORLD NEWS

LYC welcomes first yachts
HONG KONG: The Lantau Yacht Club (LYC) welcomed its first member yacht
and first visiting yacht on 30th August, marking a key milestone for Hong
Kong’s newly rebuilt marina. The soft opening involved the marina office,
phase one of the marina, and the service yard, drystack and hardstand.

Phase one of the marina comprises
about two-thirds of the total berths,
which range from 10-60m (33-197ft).
The simple yet chic marina office is a
key gathering point as well as acting
as home base for member services,
concierge and marina operations
teams.
Refurbishment works of the
remaining sections of the marina and
the clubhouse are in full swing with
expected completion by the end of this
year. More members will be moving into
LYC Marina soon and a certain number
of berths have been allocated for
visiting yachts from overseas, as well
as for yachts looking for safe shelter in
the typhoon season.
LYC Marina is operated by HKR
International, a shareholder of the
developer, and planning and design
was undertaken by Marina Projects and
Atkins.

Two-phase rebuild
completes at private club
USA: Hyannis Yacht Club, a private club in Hyannis, Massachusetts has had its
marina system rebuilt in two phases by SF Marina.
Two years ago, SF replaced the
club’s T-head wave attenuator with

a 135ft (41m) long breakwater, built
using three SF300 floating concrete
pontoons. These are held in
place by nine steel piles with
centre guides.
In 2017, when a
nor’easter hit the marina,
the breakwater remained
undamaged but the old,
timber interior docks took a
battering. These have now
been replaced in phase
two of the project, with SF
1024 dock sections fitted
with HD guides for new steel
piles. Stainless steel tracks
have been incorporated to
accommodate timber fingers
for the 36 slips.
The marina not only has
stable, modern infrastructure
but the breakwater, unlike
its predecessor, remains in
place year-round.
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Swanwick
Marina
secures
planning
approvals
UK: Premier Marinas, owner and
operator of nine of the UK’s most
prestigious marinas, has secured
planning approval for a drystack
extension and waterfront building
at Swanwick Marina on the River
Hamble in the south of England.
The new ‘Pavilion’ building will house
boat sales and marine business,
and new food, beverage and general
facilities. The approval also covers a
new bridgehead entrance structure,
additional car parking and trolley
storage.
The drystack, which currently has
capacity for around 80 boats up
to 11m (36ft), will be expanded to
accommodate 112 boats.
The landside developments follow
the recent completion of Swanwick’s
new £4 million floating marina. Built by
Walcon, this offers 333 berths of 6 to
40m (20 to 13ft); an overall increase of
59 on the old configuration.
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WORLD NEWS

Nautical tourism complex in build in Pula
CROATIA: The St Catherine Monuments nautical tourism complex in Pula is now in build. The long-awaited project is part
of the Brijuni Riviera programme, which is considered of special importance both locally and nationally. Two marinas will
be built as part of three phases.
The three-part project comprises: St
Katarina Marina; an extensive dry port,
Luka 2, with hardstand, drystack and
service docks; and a hotel complex
on the peninsula. Marinetek has been
appointed to supply and install all
floating pontoons, mooring systems
and extra equipment. The marina and
dry port will be run by Kermas Istra as
a 50-year concession.
St Katarina Marina will have 400
berths and include capacity for vessels
up to 80m (262ft) in length. In the
initial stage, Marinetek is building
four floating piers with a total of 276
berths for vessels up to 30m (98ft).
Completion is planned for the end of
this year.
As the marina is being built, work is
ongoing to renovate historic buildings
to follow an overall project design
completed by Pula-based COIN design
studio.
Pula, located on the southern tip of

the Istrian peninsula, was formerly an
historically important military harbour
established by the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy, and subsequently a central
naval and shipbuilding hub in the North
Adriatic. The move to transform the
waterfront land, now that it is no longer

used by the military, gives the city a
chance to create an attractive tourist
destination.
The total value of the project is
estimated at €65 million and, when
complete, both marinas will offer 550
wet berths and 450 dry berths.

First class upgrades at Welsh marina
UK: Inland and Coastal Marina Systems (ICMS) has been appointed by The Marine and Property Group to help
modernise its Port Dinorwic Marina on the North Wales coast.
While adapting as much existing
infrastructure as possible, ICMS
will replace walkways and fingers
with Glass Reinforced Concrete
(GRC) pontoons. These will not only
look attractive but will remain slipresistant when wet and will not rot,
considerably reducing maintenance
costs and increasing the lifespan of
the system.
“We are investing in several areas
at Port Dinorwic Marina, including
the installation of club standard
washrooms, upgraded food and
beverage outlets and common areas
with the aim of ensuring our berth
holders and visitors enjoy a first class
experience for many years to come,”
said Marine and Property Group
director Christopher Odling-Smee.
Port Dinorwic, purchased by the
Group in 2017, is a 180-berth fullservice Grade 2 listed marina that
offers swing moorings, a motorboat
launching service and winter storage
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in addition to annual and seasonal
berthing. Boat sales, boatyard service

and engine servicing are also available
onsite.
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Have you missed
anything?
Marina World is back in print and in your hands, but did you miss any important
news or articles published in our digital-only editions?
Due to the global pandemic, we were unable to print and distribute the May/June
and July/August issues, but you can read these online using the quick access links
below or via our Library at www.marinaworld.com
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May/June 2020

Issue 119

May/June 2020
Quick access: www.marinaworld.com/119
Features:
Crisis Management
Intelligent Marina Systems
The Lindley Group at 90
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July/August 2020

Issue 120

Essential reading for marina and waterfront developers, planners and operators

July/August 2020
Quick access: www.marinaworld.com/120
Our 20th Anniversary:
Celebrating two decades in the marina industry
Our first issue
20 years of superyacht berthing
20 years of rebuild and refurbishment
Celebrating 20 years of publishing

Providing independent and bespoke services to clients worldwide

Masterplanning

Investment appraisal

Feasibility studies and market research

Tender and project management

Business planning

Environmental and legislative advice

Marina and Marina Club design

Property consultancy services

ZZZPDULQDSURMHFWVFRP
+HDG2I¼FH+.2I¼FHHQTXLULHV#PDULQDSURMHFWVFRP
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Trinity Point on Lake Macquarie in
NSW, Australia offers deep water
moorings for vessels up to 30m (98ft).

•

When One°15 Marina Club in
Sentosa Cove, Singapore opened
as 2005 nudged into 2006, it was
a full two years ahead of schedule
and, with 130 berths, had 30 more
than the minimum required by the
lease. It was the first marina in Asia
purpose-built for berthing up to ten
megayachts at any given time.
Update to 2020: The marina
has 270 berths and can berth
superyachts up to 61m (200ft).

•

20 years of new marinas
To mark Marina World’s 20th year, we continue our two-part celebration of
marina developments by highlighting some of the newbuild marinas that
have been completed since 2000. Part one (highlight rebuilds and highlight
superyacht marinas) appeared in our digital-only July/August issue (available
in our library at www.marinaworld.com).
SOUTHEAST ASIA,
AUSTRALASIA & FAR EAST

•

Port Bouvard Marina on the shores of
the Dawesville Estuary south of Perth,
Western Australia opened in 1999/2000
as the hub of a new residential
development. The first phase comprised
over 80 floating berths installed by Sea
Slip Marinas and moored by Seaflex.

•

Qingdao Marina, one of the first fullservice marinas to be built in China,
was completed in time to host the
sailing events of the 2008 Olympic
Games. Offering over 600 berths at
Seaflex-anchored Pontona floating
concrete pontoons, it was viewed as a
spur to the development of a string of
marinas along the east coast.

Aimed to fill a niche at the top
end of Thailand’s marine leisure
industry, Royal Phuket Marina
(RPM) was 5 Gold Anchor classified
even before opening. Ready for
boats in December 2005, it had
two basins, each built in a separate
phase to accommodate a total of
350 vessels up to 35m (115ft) long.
The outer marina is for visitors and the
inner for the exclusive use of marina
residents. Pontoons were supplied
by Marina Systems International of
Thailand and power pedestals by UKbased Rolec Services.
Update to 2020: RPM has a covered
drystack for vessels up to 15m (49ft)
served by a Wiggins Marina Bull forklift.

•

Extensive plans were announced
in 2006 for a 1,100 berth marina
in Hiroshima, Japan. Boat Park
Hiroshima, situated on the river just
a 15 minute car journey from the city
centre, was built to minimise the illegal
mooring of boats in local bays and
estuaries and was funded as a PPP by
Nishida Tekko Corporation and BellPort

•

Ashiya Marina, located between
Osaka and Kobe on Osaka Bay,
opened in 2004 to set new marina
standards in Japan. Owned and
operated by BellPort Japan, it was
built by Nishido Tekko America
Corporation, a shareholder (at the
time) of Bellingham Marine. Although
fairly small in size with 165 slips, it
incorporated marina firsts for Japan
– electric carts and a computerised
voyage planner for customers – and
upmarket facilities. Like many marinas
in the country, it was built as a
members-only facility.
Sanya Serenity Marina in southern China
has boosted Sanya as a yachting and
tourism destination and was a Chinese
stop-over in the 2014/15 Volvo Ocean Race.
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The first full-service marina in Vietnam,
Ana Marina in Nha Trang on the south east
coast offers modern services for locals and
visitors.
berths (300 public and 220 private), it
comprises north and south harbours
connected by a 60m (197ft) wide
pedestrian bridge. Pontoons were
installed by Poralu Marine Australia.

•

After a 17 year battle through consent
phases, the Whangamata Marina
Society finally won through in 2008
enabling their vision of a new, modern
marina on the popular Coromandel
Peninsula to become reality. Work
started on 209-berth Whangamata
Marina in September with pontoons
supplied by Total Floating Systems.
The marina is one of only three on the
peninsula.

•

Group. Bellingham floating docks were
installed.
Update to 2020: Boat Park Hiroshima
has 516 berths for boats of 7-14m
(23-46ft). It is fully equipped and is
surrounded by shops, dining options,
boat brokerage and hire facilities.

•

Melbourne Docklands in Victoria,
Australia has been one of the most
ambitious and exciting docklands
development projects in the world – a
15-20 year plan that included four
new marinas: d’Albora Marina at
Victoria Harbour; NewQuay; Marina YE
Docklands – Yarra’s Edge; Melbourne
City Marina and Superyacht Marina.
The marinas were predicted (in 2006)
to deliver up to 1,000 berths and
the entire mixed-use development,
at the time, was Australia’s largest
construction project.
Update to 2020: d’Albora Marina
at Victoria Harbour is a full service
boutique marina with 69 berths for
boats of 10-35m (32-114ft). Ten berths
are available for visitors. NewQuay
has 48 berths up to 10.6m (35ft).
Marina YE has a 168-slip Bellingham
marina system. It was designed for
long term mooring but also has visitor
berths. Melbourne City Marina is
the largest visitor berthing facility in
Melbourne with 31 short term berths
and Melbourne Superyacht Marina has
luxurious shoreside facilities and moors
vessels from 25m (82ft) to over 35m
(115ft).

•

The number of berths in Auckland,
New Zealand was boosted in 2007
when Orakei Marina in Okahu Bay

opened for business. Project managed
by marina consultant Tony Mair and
built by Bellingham Marine New
Zealand, the facility has 172 berths for
vessels of 12-40m (39-131ft).

•

Situated on the pristine shoreline of
New Zealand’s Whangarei Harbour,
a two hour drive north of Auckland,
Marsden Cove, which opened in
December 2006 as phase one of six
phases, took the concept of canal
lifestyle development to a new level. A
joint project of Hopper Developments
and Northland Port Corporation,
the development has a 250-berth
Bellingham floating pontoon system,
a 160-berth drystack and a residential
development set within a system of
meandering canals.

•

Apia Marina, which opened in
December 2007, was the first marina
on the island of Samoa in Oceania/
Polynesia. Designed and built for
residents and tourists by Bellingham
Marine New Zealand, it is protected
by a 40m (131ft) wave attenuator and
a 170m (560ft) rock wall. On opening,
the marina had 50 berths ranging from
10.5-30m (34-98ft) and a second phase
with 30 berths was planned.

•

Award-winning Mandurah Ocean
Marina, 72km (45mi) south of Perth,
Western Australia was largely
completed in 2008 after some
replanning of its second phase. Phase
one of around 100 berths completed
in 2001 and phase two, to include a
network of waterways lined with shops
and residential homes, started in
January 2002. Offering a total of 520
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Although not officially open until
December 2009, Ao Po Grand Marina
in Phuket, Thailand was at 60%
occupancy by late summer. Offering
200 berths and with capacity to moor
vessels up to 80m (262ft), the marina
took around three years to build after
a swift approval process. The marina
was the first phase of a property
development.
Update to 2020: Now a 300-berth
marina with 10m (33ft) wide walkways
on north and east docks, the marina
can accept superyachts of 100m (330ft)
and larger.

•

Built in 2006 and open for business
in 2007, Xiamen Marina in Fujian is
the largest yacht and accessories retail
centre in China. It is also the site for
the China (Xiamen) International Boat
Show, the biggest boat show in the
country with over 350 boats afloat.

•

Nansha Marina, which opened in
September 2011, has a 350-berth
marina located at the seaward entrance
to the Pearl River in Guangszhou. The
club was inaugurated in November
2010 at the Guangszhou Asian Games
when 80 slips were available to boaters.
Designed by NDA and financed by the
local government and Hong Kong FOK
Group, it forms part of a marina village
concept. Five floating piers provide slips
for vessels up to 45m (148ft).

•

The first phase (80 berths) of Shimei
Bay Marina in Wanning, Hainan Island
was completed at the end of January
2013 just before Chinese New Year. The
marina, scheduled to eventually have
250 berths of 12-60m (39-197ft), was
built by Poralu - along with a breakwater
able to withstand high waves created by
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Orakei Marina in Okahu Bay, New Zealand
opened in 2007 to boost berths in Auckland.
AMERICAS & CARIBBEAN

•

Having opened in March 2000 with
270 slips, Ko Olina Marina in Oahu,
Hawaii enjoyed a good first season
and by March 2001 was poised for a
second phase. The largest slips, at 60ft
(18m), were the first to be leased out,
prompting plans for larger berths for the
future to complement existing side ties
up to 200 feet (61m).
Update to 2020: Ko Olina is a 344-slip
marina with capacity for vessels up to
148 feet (45m). It has a 160ft (49m)
floating fuel dock.

•

tropical typhoons, and the first floating
fuel dock in China.
Update to 2020: China Resources
Shimei Bay International Yacht Club has
213 berths up to 50m (164ft) and offers
a wide variety of marine recreational
schemes.

• Camper & Nicholsons Marinas was

contracted in 2010 to design and
commission Sanya Serenity Marina in
southern China for Luhuitou Tourism
Development Co. Planned with 350
berths up to 50m (164ft), the marina
was a Chinese stop-over in the 2014/15
Volvo Ocean Race. Built by Livart
Marine of China in 2012, the facility has
helped boost Sanya as a yachting and
tourism destination.

•

The first new bayside marina in
Victoria since St Kilda in 1969,
Wyndham Harbour, located in Port
Phillip Bay between Williamstown and
Geelong, was designed to become
the largest marina in the state and
the second largest in Australia with an
ultimate total of up to 1,000 wet berths
and dry boat storage for a further 390
boats. When the first phase of 99 1030m (33-98ft) berths at a Bellingham
Unifloat pontoon system was released
in 2010 demand was high.

in June 2019. The lake is a scenic
Australian destination with good boating
waters and the marina basin offers
mooring for vessels up to 30m (98ft).
Bellingham Marine delivered the first
phase and will complete a further 100
berths for phase two.

•

Ana Marina in Nha Trang on the south
east coast of Vietnam is the country’s
first full service marina and yacht club.
Completed at the close of 2019, it
offers berths to locals and visitors and
also welcomes superyachts. Ultimately
planned to accommodate 220 boats, its
first phase offering has 100 berths up
to 40m (131ft). Marinetek supplied all
pontoon infrastructure and Plus Marine
provided dockside pedestals. A Flovac
vacuum wastewater system has been
fitted.

Island Global Yachting (IGY) opened
its first luxury yacht development,
Yacht Haven Grande (YHG) in the US
Virgin Islands in March 2007. Aimed
specifically at megayachts, it was
planned, designed and engineered by
Applied Technology & Management
(ATM) to offer around 16,000 linear feet
(4,877m) of dockage – sufficient for up
to 150 yachts up to 350 feet (107m).
Update to 2020: YHG is a port of
entry offering 46 megayacht berths for
vessels of maximum 660 feet (200m)
set amidst dining, retail and other
facilities.

•

Welcoming boats in 2008/09, Marina
Pez Vela in Quepos, Costa Rica was
an immediate hit with international
customers due to its unprecedented
level of quality and prime location along
the Pacific coast of Central America.
It is particularly popular with sport

Update to 2020: Wyndham now has
150 wet berths and DockPro floating
PWC storage.

•

Johnson Property Group spent more
than ten years planning and developing
the luxury community at Trinity Point,
Lake Macquarie, New South Wales
and opened its first stage (88 berths)
Palm Harbor Marina in West Palm Beach,
Florida offers slips for vessels up to 250
feet (76m) and opened for business in
March 2010.
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Redefining the standards for luxury yachting in the Caribbean Leeward Islands, Christophe Harbour opened in St Kitts in 2015.
fishermen. Features include Bellingham
concrete docks for vessels of 30-200ft
(9-61m) in length, a cofferdam design
breakwater, a full-service boatyard, a
drystack and upscale boutique hotel
and shops.
Update to 2020: Marina Pez Vela
has over 195 wet slips and can
accommodate 40 vessels in its
drystack.

• Port Louis Marina, a groundbreaking

new facility in the eastern Caribbean
island of Grenada, was completed in
two phases in 2009/10 for Camper
& Nicholsons Marinas. The pontoon
system, supplied by Marinetek and
moored by Seaflex, delivered 170
berths for vessels up to 90m (295ft).
Rolec supplied dockside services. In
November 2019 – using the same
suppliers – the marina opened a
90-berth extension, which included
catamaran berths.

•

Set within a substantial 2,000 acre
(809ha) resort, Puerto Los Cabos
Marina in Los Cabos, Mexico, which
was open and 50% complete for phase
one in 2010, had plans to be the largest
in the area with 500 slips up to 240ft
(73m). In partnership with Marine
Boat Works of San Diego, USA it also
introduced the first drystack in the
area, a two-boat-wide system served
by a Wiggins Marina Bull Lopro, which
entered service in 2007.

when it opened for business in March
2010. Built on the site of a commercial
facility (Old City Docks), the $90 million
project was developed as a PPP by
Chase Enterprises and the City of West
Palm Beach. Docks were supplied
by Marinetek North America to moor
200 boats up to megayacht size (50250ft/15-76m) and Eaton supplied
customised dockside pedestals.

•

After opening in September 2010,
Marina Santa Marta in Santa Marta
on the northern Caribbean coast of
Colombia came under Island Global
Yachting management. The marina
has 256 berths of 25-132ft (8-40m),
crew facilities, a helipad and is a port of
entry. Its strategic position gives good
access to both the Caribbean and the
Panama Canal.

• When visiting boats moored up at

Placencia Marina on the Caribbean
coast of Belize in 2014 they had access
to all the luxury facilities, services
and amenities of the extensive gated,
waterfront Placencia resort. The marina

is the only superyacht destination
between the Mexican border and the
island of Roatan.

•

The first phase of the centrepiece
marina at the Christophe Harbour
development on the southeast
peninsula of St Kitts in the Caribbean
Leeward Islands opened in 2015.
Although small in slip numbers, at just
24, the fixed pier marina system was
designed by ATM for vessels of 150220ft (46-67m) with capacity on the
outer docks for megayachts as long as
300 feet (91m). Each slip has custombuilt Marina Electrical Equipment power
pedestals. The plan was revised from
an initial single phase concept of 300
slips for vessels of mixed sizes due to
the 2007/08 global economic recession.

•

Located between Piers 4 and 5
in Brooklyn Bridge Park, New York
Harbour, One°15 Brooklyn Marina was
designed by Edgewater Resources
in partnership with SUTL Group to
bring community watersports to the
heart of the city. The project featured

Update to 2020: The marina currently
has 230 slips in varying sizes and plans
to expand to 400 slips and add a yacht
club.

•

Palm Harbor became the newest
marina in West Palm Beach, Florida
The Marina at Puerto Los Cabos in Los
Cabos, Mexico has several sub-basins
designed for different boat groups and built
the first drystack in the area.
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Sea City Kuwait has four marinas and
a 200km (124mi) network of canals and
lagoons.
Update to 2020: Porto Marina has 500
berths including superyacht berths and
luxury facilities.

•

125 slips of 40-100ft (12-30m) at a
Poralu dock system protected by a
Marinetek floating wave attenuator. All
elements are moored by Seaflex. The
attenuator gives alongside mooring for
superyachts. Community slip space is
included for a large fleet of sailboats,
kayaks etc.

•

Waterfront parks, promenades, piers,
docks and new marina facilities all
formed essential roles in The Wharf,
an ambitious 2017-2021 US project to
revitalise neglected urban waterfront
in Washington, DC. Bellingham Marine
completed a 100-slip facility at the
members-only Capital Yacht Club, and
installed a 200-slip system and 2,520ft
(768m) of side tie for phase one of the
all-new Wharf Marina in October 2019.
MIDDLE EAST, BLACK SEA,
ASIA & AFRICA
Developing the seafront in Beirut,
Lebanon included construction of
Marina Solidere, a marina with a
surprising number of large berths
– for a 2002 marina. Berths of 50m
(164ft) were immediately popular
and moorings were available for
superyachts up to 90m (295ft).

•

the north west of the Russian capital
Moscow, has just 33 berths but a
luxurious clubhouse, gardens, fountains
and a fitness centre. During the winter,
boats are stored on the covered gallery
surrounding the marina basin.

•

Situated on a 3.5km (2mi) long
man-made canal with access to the
Gulf at both ends, Dubai Marina is a
radical Emaar Properties waterfront
development planned to offer a total
of 600 berths. The first marina – East
Marina – with over 200 berths and
swing moorings completed in summer
2007. Club House Marina opened with
135 berths a year later. The Mall Marina
(74 berths) and West Bay Marina
followed, all built by Septech Emirates
using the Bellingham Unifloat system.

• Planning to have 1,000 berths when

complete, Porto Marina and its adjacent
resort opened in July 2005 as the first
‘international class’ marina on the
eastern part of North Africa and Egypt’s
gateway to the Mediterranean.

Arguably one of the most dramatic
marina ventures over the past two
decades, The Palm Marinas at
Jumeirah Palm Island in Dubai stole
plenty of headlines. The initial project
called for two marinas, known as
Anchor marinas, on the east and
west sides of the trunk of The Palm.
Developer Nakheel contracted
Marinetek and its local partner Target
Marine to supply floating infrastructure
for 522 berths (261 in each basin). The
pontoons were moored by Seaflex, and
Rolec Services designed a new service
pedestal, the Spinnaker, specifically for
the project.

•

Festival Marina opened its doors
in Dubai in August 2007 under the
management of Island Global Yachting
(IGY). Located in the 530ha (1,300acre)
Dubai Festival City development, the
marina is the nucleus of the Festival
Waterfront Centre; a shopping and
dining destination. Construction of
the marina was project managed by
Applied Technology & Management
and features extra wide Bellingham
floating concrete pontoons – supplied
by Septech Emirates – Rolec Spinnaker
power pedestals and striking rope
bollards designed by Oscar Siches.

•

A US$2.5 billion offshore man-made
island covering 985 acres (398.6ha)
of reclaimed land, The Pearl-Qatar
was Qatar’s first international property
venture and added over 30km (19mi)
of new coastline. The marina element
– Porto Arabia – was initially designed

Update to 2020: Now known as Beirut
Marina and accommodating 204 boats,
emphasis remains on large vessels.
About 75% of the mooring space is
reserved for boats over 25m (82ft) in
length. Plans are in hand for a second
marina, the Eastern Marina.

•

Small but stylish, Majak Yacht Club
on the shores of the River Moskva in
The 250-berth basin at Sochi Grand Marina
in Sochi on the Russian Black Sea coast was
built in time for the 2014 Winter Olympics.
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Yas Marina, Abu Dhabi is a spectacular
sight at night with its dazzling array of
coloured lights.
city of Mombassa, Kenya became the
first purpose-built marina on the east
coast of Africa when it opened in 2013.
Intended as the centrepiece of a luxury
resort, the marina – built by Walcon
with Maricer service pedestals – has 45
berths up to 47m (154ft).

•

with three marinas, the biggest of which
was to have 400 berths.
Update to 2020: Porto Arabia is now
claimed to be the biggest marina basin
in the Middle East and supports 900
vessels ranging in size up to 60m
(197ft). It has four distinct marinas
including superyacht facilities. Marina
D, the final stage, was completed in
October 2017. The marina has been
managed by Ronautica Middle East
since design and concept stage.

•

A two-phase development
overlooking the Gulf of Oman near the
Seeb International Airport, Al Mouj
(The Wave) Muscat is one of Oman’s
top tourism and seafront residential
projects to date. Al Mouj Marina, at the
core of the development, is a 5 Gold
Anchor marina offering 132 berths to
40m (131ft).

• Yas Marina in Abu Dhabi, the flagship

version of Rolec’s Seawave pedestal
and customised Megamaster units
at superyacht moorings. A Rolec
Berthmaster control and monitoring
system was installed to integrate with
Pacsoft marina management software.
Update to 2020: Yas Marina currently
has 227 wet berths and superyacht
visitor berths up to 175m (574ft).

•

Featuring a series of lagoons,
artificial islands, a 300-berth tourist port
and a host of residential moorings, Ayla
Oasis in Aqaba, southern Jordan is a
sprawling luxury competitor to Red Sea
destinations such as Sharm El Sheik
and Hurghada. Project managed by
Applied Technology & Management,
the marina has 7,000m² (75,300ft²) of
Ingemar floating pontoons and fingers,
creating berths of 10-35m (33-115ft).

• English Point Marina in the historic

The first phase of Durrat Marina,
scheduled to be the largest in Bahrain,
was completed in 2013 as part of the
Durrat Al Bahrain resort complex in
Durrat, about an hour’s drive from the
capital Manama. Created across a
cluster of 11 islands, the resort boasts
a huge variety of residences, leisure
facilities and retail outlets. The marina,
built by Poralu with Rolec service
pedestals, currently has 100 berths up
to 26m (85ft) and is positioned within a
spectacular lagoon.

•

Sochi Grand Marina in Sochi on
the Russian Black Sea coast was
completed in late 2013 in time to
host visiting boats for the 22nd Winter
Olympics. SF Marina designed and
built the 250-berth full-service marina
– the biggest in the south of Russia.
Marinetek SPB of St Petersburg
designed and built 180m (590ft) of
superyacht mooring.

•

Saha Al-Ahmad Sea City, a 25 year
project to create a new city in the
desert of Kuwait is one of the greatest
building visions to have emerged
in the Middle East over the past 20
years. Featuring 200km (120mi) of new
coastline and a system of canals and
lagoons excavated out of the sands,

of a portfolio of marinas originally
planned by Aldar Marinas, opened with
global media coverage in November
2009 when it took centre stage at the
Yas Marina Circuit for the Formula
1 Grand Prix finale. Yas has yearround capacity for vessels of 15-66m
(49-217ft) within its trackside basin,
and visiting superyachts can moor
up at an additional 400m (1,310ft)
pontoon. The floating concrete
pontoon system – built by Septech
Emirates using a Bellingham Marine
system – is equipped as standard
with a customised higher spec

Now entering an extra phase, Portland
Marina in Dorset – which opened in
summer 2009 – was the largest single
marina to be built in the UK for 15 years.
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Combarro Marina, Galicia, Spain is the jewel in the crown of the Combarro waterfront regeneration project. Further expansion is planned.
the project includes four marinas. Italian
company Ingemar won the challenging
build contract and completed the first
marina basin (406 berths) in April 2015
and the second (633 berths) in 2016.

•

Still ongoing until 2023, the Marasi
Business Bay project in Dubai started
in 2015 with a vision of four marinas
within the Dubai Canal. Project
engineer Homeport and International
Waterfront Consultants worked on
the plans. Park 3 (176 berths) was
completed in December 2017 using a
Bellingham system installed by Septech
and featuring a palm tree lined ‘floating
forest’ promenade.

• Crossroads Yacht Marina, a 15 minute
fast boat ride from capital city Malé,
opened in the Maldives early this year.
Forming part of an integrated leisure
hub, it offers 10-60m (33-197ft) berths,
full-service back-up and concierge. It
is the nation’s first dedicated leisure
marina.

of over eight years. It features good
shoreside facilities and 250 berths
of 7-50m (23-164ft) at fixed concrete
pontoons with Gigieffe power pedestals.

Costa Smeralda region of Sardinia
opened in late 2002 with 564 berths.
During its first season, it moored
vessels up to 80m (262ft) in length.

•

Update to 2020: Now with 589 berths
in total, the marina has 16 berths for
vessels up to 90m (295ft).

As an integral part of a large family
holiday resort, 400-berth Marina
Rubicon in Lanzarote, Canary Islands
opened in late summer 2002. The
resort has a strong emphasis on
watersports, with charter facilities and
a sailing school, and a boat repair
and service centre equipped with a
Roodberg power hoist and HBC trailer.
Update to 2020: Marina Rubicon has
550 berths up to 50m (164ft) and can
accept multihulls. It also has alongside
mooring for larger boats.

•

With a keen eye on attracting
superyachts, Marina di Portisco in the

•

Yalikavak Marina on the west coast
of Turkey opened in summer 2004 with
450 berths posed to attract locals and
tourists. The facility was built alongside
an artificial island with SF Marina
teak-decked concrete pontoons and
Rolec service pedestals. SF, Rolec
Capo d’Orlando Marina in Sicily
offers top services and hosts over
550 vessels up to 40m (131ft) in length.
Photo: Gianfranco Guccione

EUROPE
When Dún Laoghaire Marina, south
of Dublin, Ireland opened with a 275berth Walcon system in June 2001, it
was already fully occupied. The marina
took 28 years to plan and was the first
public marina in the country.

•

Update to 2020: The marina now has
capacity for 820 boats up to 45m
(148ft).

•

Kos Marina – the first full-service
marina in the Greek Aegean Sea –
finally opened well ahead of the 2002
summer season after a build time
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Marina d’Arechi on the Italian Amalfi
Coast has become a yachting icon and was
completed at the end of 2016 despite the
impact of the global financial crisis.
in summer 2005. The marina took 22
months to build and was designed to
be a recreational yachting hub with
extensive landside facilities. Around 320
of its 800 berths were leased by opening
time and plans were mooted to boost
berths to 1,200 if demand dictated.
Update to 2020: Part of the Port Adhoc
network, the marina now has 950 deep
water moorings.

•

and Seaflex teams also, meanwhile,
worked together to deliver 500-berth
Ece Saray Marina in Fethiye, nearly
160km (100mi) away. The marina, like
Yalikavak, is part of a resort.
Update to 2020: Yalikavak Marina has
620 berths and can accommodate
yachts up to 40m (131ft).
Lush greenery, rolling hills and private
vineyards surround the picturesque
sheltered harbour that became home
to Porto Carras, Halkidiki, Greece in
2003. The first-phase 200-berth floating
system was built and installed by
Marinetek.
Update to 2020: With 315 berths, Porto
Carras is the largest marina in northern
Greece.
Open in 2002 but well-occupied and
80% complete by 2004, Grand Harbour
Marina in Malta breathed new life into
run-down historic Dockyard Creek
opposite Valetta. Owners, Camper &
Nicholsons Marinas, commissioned
a marina of 220-230 berths with 33
superyacht berths from Troikka Marine
(a joint venture between Marinetek and
Intermarine). The concrete pontoons
were moored by Seaflex and installed
with Plus power pedestals.
Update to 2020: Grand Harbour Marina
now has 50 berths of 24-100m (82330ft) and luxury onshore facilities.

•

•

for 300 boats. Bellingham Marine
built the floating concrete pontoon
system – for 199 boats – including
four alongside berths for vessels of
up to 80m (262ft) and also built the
drystack. Boats are stacked four or five
high (to fit the sloping roof restriction)
and manoeuvred using a Wiggins
forklift. Rolec services supplied service
pedestals and pump-out.
Update to 2020: Port Fòrum has the
largest drystack in Catalonia, operating
365 days a year with total capacity for
245 vessels up to 10m (33ft) and jet skis.

•

Well-protected, 400-berth Marina
Kühlungsborn opened in 2004 with
SF Marina pontoon berths for leisure
boats, fishing vessels, passenger boats
and rescue vessels. Kühlungsborn is a
major Baltic seaside resort in the north
of eastern Germany.

•

Port-Médoc, the first new coastal
marina in France for a decade, opened

Work started towards the end of 2005
on Marina di Cala del Sole in Licata on
the south coast of the Italian island of
Sicily. Plans were in place for 1,560 full
service berths, with phase one of 350
to be operational by mid-2007, along
with residential property, hotel, leisure
and retail facilities.
Update to 2020: Marina di Cala del
Sole has 394 berths up to 70m (230ft)
surrounded by green spaces, shops,
entertainment areas and a residential
village.
When Orikum Marina opened in
2006/07 in the beautiful Dukat Bay
of Valona, it was the first marina in
Albania to have over 100 berths.
Developed alongside apartments and
restaurants, the marina offers 250
berths at an A&C Trade & Marinas
floating pontoon system with Rolec
dockside pedestals.
Hot on the heels of completion of
Viareggio Marina, the Azimut-Benetti
Group opened a second marina in
Italy – Marina di Varazze, Liguria – in
June 2006. Striking for its curves – a
quayside shaped to follow the bend
of the coastline and three piers with

•

•

•

When Port Fòrum opened near
Barcelona, Spain in 2005 it not only
offered a much-needed superyacht
berthing boost in the Mediterranean
but incorporated the biggest covered
drystack in Europe, with capacity
Replacing a cluster of swing moorings,
Marina Saint-Cast-le-Guildo in Brittany,
France is a thriving nautical hub.
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Perfectly positioned in a sheltered lagoon, Sant Carles Marina on Spain’s Costa Dorada was developed to integrate with the local town.
curved transverse jetties to create an
amphitheatre effect – Marina di Varazze
offers over 800 berths for vessels up to
35m (115ft) in length. Poralu installed
the pontoons, which feature an unusual
combination of timber and red stone
decking, and Gigieffe provided dockside
pedestals.
Update to 2020: Marina di Varazze can
moor vessels up to 45m (115ft).

•

Enjoying a central location in the
northern city of Genoa, Marina Genova
Aeroporto was completed in 2007 with
a variety of berthing options. Ingemar
supplied 500m (1,640ft) of floating
docks to provide docks for superyachts
and smaller vessels.
Update to 2020: The marina offers
berths of 8.5-130m (28-430ft) and can
accommodate catamarans.

•

Upon completion in time for the
2009 boating season, Didim Marina,
located between Izmir and Bodrum on
the Turkish Aegean coast, became the
second marina (after Turgutreis) to be
developed by the Dogus Group. With
400 berths, it is one of the largest in the
country and forms part of a coastline
project with varied leisure facilities.
Update to 2020: D-Marin Didim has 576
berths of 8-70m (26-230ft) including
90 superyacht berths. It has drydock
capacity for 600 boats and a catamaran
centre.

•

Developing Porto Montenegro
near Tivat on the Bay of Kotor not
only set a new standard for upscale
waterfront developments in Europe
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but also put Montenegro firmly on the
superyacht circuit. Envisaged as a
marina community with varied mooring
options and exclusive facilities, early
plans looked ahead to 650 berths (later
revised to potentially 850) over a 24ha
(59 acre) area. The first two phases
delivered a total of 470 berths: 100 for
yachts up to 20m (66ft) and 145 for
yachts over 23m (75ft). The marina
systems were installed by Ingemar
in pre-arranged phases. UK-based
consultancy Marina Projects worked
with the developers, Adriatic Marinas,
from initial concept and design through
to the tender process.

•

Forming part of a huge investment
project, Limassol Marina in Cyprus
took two years to build, opening in
2012 with homes, shops, restaurants
and yachting facilities in place. The
marina was a joint undertaking between
Camper & Nicholsons Marinas and
Limassol Marina.
Update to 2020: The marina has 650
berths for yachts up to 110m (360ft)
and is operated and managed by
Francoudi & Stephanou Marinas.

•

Officially opened in July 2008 but well
into the process of selling a quantity
of its smaller berths by March 2009,
Sant Carles Marina in Sant Carles de
la Ràpita on Spain’s Costa Dorada is
an excellent Mediterranean gateway to
the Balearics and beyond. Owned and
operated by UK company MDL Marinas,
it opened with 840 berths; some at fixed
docks but most at a Walcon timberdecked floating pontoon system.

Update to 2020: Sant Carles Marina
offers up to 1,150 berths to 33m (108ft).

•

A new 780-berth marina, built to
replace a mooring field for 210 boats,
opened on the Côte d’Armor, Brittany,
France in early 2010. Marina SaintCast-le-Guildo was built by Poralu
Marine and its success led to the
company securing a similar contract for
the port of Roscoff; completed in 2012.
Update to 2020: The marina has 850
berths, 180 swing moorings and 55
visitor berths.

•

Completed by summer 2009 with
250 berths and full onshore facilities,
Portland Marina in Dorset, England was
the largest single marina to be built in
the UK for 15 years. Commissioned by
marina operator Dean and Reddyhoff
and with water-based elements built
and installed by Walcon Marine, it was
constructed to provide much-needed
local berths and also as a sailing events
venue for the London 2012 Olympics.
The marina also has a covered drystack.
Update to 2020: Walcon is currently
working on a five-pier extension that will
add almost 300 extra berths.

•

The relatively undiscovered Karpaz
Peninsula in northern Cyprus received
an injection of nautical tourist appeal
in 2011 when the region’s first modern
marina – Karpaz Gate – opened with
300 berths for vessels up to 55m (180ft)
and the best repair and refit facilities in
the TRNC.

•

Although already in operation with
fixed pontoons as a small boat harbour
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Marina Portonovi sits in a sheltered basin
in the Bay of Kotor, Montenegro and is
integrated with luxury shoreside residences
and resort facilities.

•

Marina Portonovi, a key element of
the €650 million upmarket Portonovi
Resort in Montenegro was completed
in 2017. The marina, designed by
UK-based Marina Projects to integrate
with the shoreline elements, comprised
fixed piers built by Serbian company
Aquamont and a floating pontoon
system and breakwater supplied by
Marinetek. The floating system is
moored by Seaflex and offers a number
of small berths for residents, and visitor
berths up to 70m (230ft).
in the early 1990s, Port Adriano in the
southwest of the Bay of Palma, Mallorca
was subject to such a significant
extension and redesign that by 2012
almost everything was new and trendsetting. Over 80 of its new 400 berths
were for vessels up to 60m (197ft); a
new technical centre had been built; and
communal areas, shopping complex –
and even mooring bollards and quayside
lights – had been designed by none
other than Philippe Starck.
When Marina d’Arechi in Salerno,
southern Italy opened in the summer of
2012 with 484 berths, a second phase
for a further 516 berths was already
underway. The marina was finally
completed at the end of 2016 with
1,000 berths (80 of which are for yachts
of 15-100m/82-328ft). An exclusive club
building with a leaf shaped roof is a
striking focal point.
Completed in June 2009 and winner
of the PIANC Jack Nichol design
award in 2012, Combarro Marina in
Galicia, Spain was the final phase of a
waterfront rejuvenation project. A total
of 329 full service berths for vessels of
6-20m (20-66ft) are distributed on four
Ronautica floating pontoons.
Update to 2020: An expansion began
last year to add 34 new berths for
boats up to 26m/85ft (phase one) and
12 further berths for vessels up to
20m/66ft (phase two).
A core element of the revamp of
the famous Aker Brygge waterfront
entertainment hot spot in Oslo, Norway
was a 240-berth marina completed in
late 2013 by Marinetek Finland and
Nordocks, Norway. The system offers
berths up to 23m (75ft) with services
via Rolec pedestals.

•

•

•

Marinetek (pontoons), Seaflex
(pontoon mooring) and Rolec (dockside
services) all rose to the challenge in
2015 to deliver a single-phase 700-berth
marina for the Gibraltar Government.
The project had a tight timeframe – less
than a year – and aimed to provide
much needed berths for small boats up
to 10m (33ft) in length.

•

Veljko Barbieri Slano Marina, the first
marina to be built by Adriatic Croatia
International Club (ACI) in 18 years,
was completed by Marinetek NCP in
June 2016 and open to the public in
August. Accommodating 220 boats up
to 20m (65ft), including small charter
fleets, the marina is a high-spec build
with Indonesian hardwood decking
and Marex stainless steel pedestals
with smart metering. Slano is a popular
tourist destination located 30km
(18.6mi) from historic Dubrovnik.

Update to 2020: Now D-Marin Portonovi
and a full-service 238-berth marina with
capacity for superyachts up to 120m
(390ft).

•

Designed and built by Ingemar, Capo
d’Orlando Marina on the Italian island
of Sicily opened in July 2017 with 553
berths for boats up to 40m (131ft)
spanning out from two central piers in a
deep water basin. Site features include
a promenade with retail and dining
options, a boatyard and curved facilities
buildings.

•

A new standard was set for Estonian
marinas in 2018 when Kakumäe
Marina, 10km (6mi) from the centre of
capital city Tallinn, opened for business.
The marina offers a mix of 300 berths
for vessels up to 30m (98ft) and
provision for up to 16 megayachts (4060m/131-197ft) at a 4m (13ft) wide VIP
pier. A boatyard, drystack and various
recreational facilities are included.

With a stunning peninsula style retail and restaurant centre,
Port Adriano set new standards for design when it opened in the Bay of Palma, Mallorca.

•
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Opening Ayia Napa:
a Cyprus dream come true

The long-awaited marina in the mixed use Ayia Napa development on the
Mediterranean island of Cyprus finally opened to the public on 1st June. When
the entire development completes in 2023, the marina will complement luxury
residences, world-class facilities and services for boaters, shops, restaurants
and entertainment venues.
Ayia Napa Marina is the dream
become reality of Cypriot Jerry
Caramondanis, working in partnership
with prominent Egyptian investor
Naguib Sawiris. Together, they
envisaged a vibrant nautical hub and
luxury resort. Stavros Caramondanis,
son to Jerry and CEO of MM
Makronisos Marina Ltd, the marina
developer, sees a bright future. “Upon
completion of the project, Ayia Napa
Marina will constitute the jewel of
the entire eastern Mediterranean
region and be the ultimate maritime
destination for leisure travellers and
yachts,” he says. “Aside from shops,
cafés, bars and restaurants, the
groundwork is also being laid down for
the organisation of high-calibre events
geared towards both residents and
marina visitors.”

is named for the resort town of Ayia
Napa – already a well-known holiday
destination renowned for crystal clear
seas and Blue Flag awarded beaches.
Construction started on site on 30th
September 2016 and, to a large extent,
the project has followed its original
timeline. A halt had to be called earlier
in the year due to COVID-19 but work
gradually resumed at the beginning of
May after emergency measures were
lifted.
The marina, built by Bellingham
Marine, offers 360 slips at a floating

The masterplan for the Ayia Napa
development incorporates marina berthing,
drystack and residential property, including
villas with berths on a man-made island.
concrete pontoon system with finger
berths and Plus Marine dockside
pedestals. The bulk of the slips
accommodate vessels up to 30m (98ft)
in length but berthing is available for
superyachts up to 85m (279ft). Opting
for finger berths as opposed to the
more traditional Med mooring system
could start a new trend, believes John
Spragg, Bellingham Marine president of
Australasia and the Middle East. “This
iconic marina will become the standard
that other marinas in the Mediterranean
aspire to meet. Once boaters use
the finger mooring system, they will
demand it elsewhere,” he says.

On the water
Located on the southeast coast of
Cyprus approximately 30 minutes east
of Larnaca International Airport and
50 minutes from Limassol, the marina
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Construction progress advancing well
in May 2020.
Island Villas with private berths on
a man-made island in the marina
basin (connected to shore by road
bridge); and a further 12 with private
docks on the marina peninsula.
Additional work delivers a harbour
master’s building, government
buildings with police, Customs
and Immigration offices, as well as
medical and veterinary services.

For now and the future

Ayia Napa Marina has abundant
power and water to support its
residents and guests, including floating
fuel facilities equipped with high speed
diesel dispensers. Several berths are
directly connected to a sewage pumpout network and more than adequate
pump-out points are spread throughout
the marina. Bellingham Marine project
manager Tom Spragg remarks, “While
the project had its challenges with
the COVID-19 lockdown and casting
[of pontoons] in Cyprus, the quality is
as you would find on any Bellingham
project – and there seems to be
enough power for a large town.”
Under Tom Spragg’s direction, the
team cast almost 1,200 pontoons with
an estimated total area of 12,410m²
(133,600ft²). All have the patented
Bellingham FRP ‘thru-rod’ system and
FRP reinforcing. The pontoon walkways
are sufficiently wide for golf cart access
to most berths.
The marina is well protected by
a rock, concrete and rubble mound
breakwater, designed by US-based
Smith Group JJR, lead architects
and master planners for the project.

150 tons and boats up to 38m (118ft),
is also in operation in the maintenance
area. Hardstand space is available for
80 vessels.
The commercial zone, expected to be
complete and operational at the start
of 2021, covers more than 4,000m²
(43,100ft²) and has provision for
restaurants, cafés and shops, and
parking for over 550 vehicles. Ayia
Napa Marina will have its own event
centre, nautical equipment store,
crew dining and entertainment
areas, spa, gym, yacht club and
beach clubs.

Ayia Napa Marina will bring joy
to many – and to one man in
particular. “It is exciting to see my
father’s dream, first signed in 2012,
become a reality, and how pleasing
and proud it is for the family to see
his smile as he walks the docks,”
Stavros Caramondanis notes. “This is
truly the finest integrated modern luxury
marina development that we as boaters
will enjoy for many decades to come.
Ayia Napa Marina is a facility that will be
used and enjoyed by all and this vision is
also shared by Naguib Sawiris.”

The residential element of the
plan is also underway. Two eyecatching towers in excess of 100m
(330ft) high, featuring 220 spacious
and luxurious apartments with
uninterrupted sea views, are under
construction. The project also offers
a selection of luxury villas, 11 of
which are situated on a crescentshaped man-made sandy beach on
the development’s west coast; 12

On the land
In addition to offering 360 wet
slips, Ayia Napa has invested in a
four-tier drystack with capacity for
160 vessels up to 10m (33ft). This
was also built by Bellingham and is
already in use. Launch and retrieval
is undertaken by a Hoist negative
lift, purpose-built forklift. An Ascom
straddle carrier, capable of lifting
By June 2020, floating docks were in
place and the marina was
open to the public.
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This stunning product takes the colours from our Resist
range and combines them into one single decking
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in one design, or ‘flip’ your deck at a later date for
a whole new look.
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“Information, Education, Inspiration”
International Conference & Trade Exhibition
The Marinas21 International Conference and Trade Exhibition will be
held on Monday 24th and Tuesday 25th May at the Marriott Resort
on Queensland’s Gold Coast. The conference will bring together
300 – 400 participants comprising the region’s leading marina and
club operators, owners and vendors along with related government
agency representatives.

www.marinas21.com
24-25 May, 2021
Marriott Resort, Surfers Paradise, Queensland, Australia

DRYSTACK STORAGE
Left: The Gulf Star building has been
designed as an architectural asset to the
waterfront. Below: The ASAR system
– streamlined, automated and making
maximum use of interior space.

Gulf Star heralds new
generation drystack
Gulf Star Marina, the new flagship drystack facility for ASAR/GCM Contracting
in Fort Myers Beach, Florida opened for business by owner/operator Carroll
Properties as scheduled in May. Due to COVID-19, it cannot as yet operate
in full automated mode but, with all hands at work and over 60% occupancy,
there’s a strong sense of the brisk efficiency to come.
so that each rack can only contain a
“We’ve been operating in manual
single row of boats.
mode since May as the Austrian
technicians from LTW who built our
ASAR is very different. Instead of
specialist ASAR stacking crane are
having an independent cart that lifts
currently restrained by a COVID travel
and moves the boats from the crane
ban. They need to set the crane up in
platform to the slots, up to three
full auto mode and give staff some final
boats can be fitted in a single slot
training,” explains GCM Contracting
thus increasing the boat capacity of a
president Robert Brown. “But we’re over
standard concrete drystack building by
half full and the system has had minimal
more than 30%. Another great feature
downtime. It’s frustrating for us but also
is the ability to transport boats to and
makes us very proud that despite the
from the water at any of the drystack
inconveniences we’ve suffered we’ve still
levels, enabling them to be stored
delivered a functioning system on time.
across an existing shoreside road.
Just imagine what we can do when all is
The crane technology is special
back to normal,” he adds.
and new to drystack, but not new to
Automation for drystack isn’t new.
Drystacks with semi-automatic cranes
have been around for over 50 years
and in use year round in San Fernando,
Buenos Aires where the size and
technology of drystack is second only
to Florida. Fully automated drystacks
made their debut around 2005 in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida – in concrete
buildings which offered 100% safety in
Category 5 hurricanes.
There have been different methods
of lifting and launching by automated
cranes. Very early models, still in use,
have cable-driven cradles hanging from
an overhead unit. These systems can
only, however, handle one boat per slot
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industry. LTW has built over 2,300
logistics stacking cranes and over 800
cranes similar to that installed at Gulf
Star Marina. Here’s how it works.
The crane is a four-legged tower on
rails with a platform that can lift 50ft
(15m) boats. It moves through the
drystack bay powered by an electric
motor (with a full back-up unit). The
platform moves up and down, driven by
dented belts (with a 15 year guarantee).
The belts are not affected by humidity,
temperature or light exposure and are
driven by dedicated electric motors,
also with full back-up units in place. It
can operate at underground levels.
The cart is totally autonomous
and driven by the latest technology
400V batteries and DC motors for
displacement and lifting/lowering of the
cradles, and communication is by WiFi.
The batteries are charged when the
cart is in the platform. The silence is
awesome.
In association with Fort Myers’ Fire
Marshal, GCM Contracting has also
developed a fast full-volume foam
system to ensure that, in the unlikely
case of a fire breaking out on a boat, the
fire cannot spread and damage nearby
vessels. This unique feature gives boat
owners and marina operators peace of
mind and helps negotiate reduced cost
boat insurance policies.
While holding its own admirably for
the summer months, Gulf Star Marina
will reach the height of its powers when
the Austrian team can fly out to the USA
and sign off on the automation process.
Hopefully, there’s not too long to wait.
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DRYSTACK STORAGE
A Capria drystack system can move a
boat from storage rack to the water in
less than three minutes, smoothly and
quietly.
“Dedicated team members, Greg
Butchart and Alister Copley attended
training in Buenos Aires several
times and have supported us at
numerous trade exhibitions,” Andres
Capria explained. “Their thorough
understanding of our system and
how a solution is engineered,
combined with their industry
connections and experience, have
resulted in strong project leads.
Butchart’s additional territory
presents more opportunities. We’re
confident the months ahead will be
exciting for both our companies.”

Delivering benefits

Semi-automation
reduces costs and
boosts efficiency
Stacker machinery specialist Capria reached a milestone in installations in
early August, telling Marina World that over 7,000 berths using its innovative
drystack boat storage and launching solution are now in operation worldwide.
“With the opening of our latest
project in Buenos Aires, Argentina the
precise number is 7,150,” said company
director Andres Capria. “We’re
especially proud of this achievement as
it represents a shift in how the marina
industry is utilising waterfront space
more effectively and adopting new
technologies.” Capria has an additional
three projects underway that will add
a further 1,700 drystack berths to its
inventory.
CE-marked and with ISO 9001
certification, a Capria drystack system
can move a boat from storage rack to
the water in less than three minutes. It
achieves this by using semi-automated
top- and bottom-running cranes and an
array of vessel launchers. The result is
an efficient, cost-effective solution that
operates using less space and with

fewer personnel. As it is completely
electric, it is also exceptionally quiet
and odour-free.

Expanding market reach
While enjoying a market leading
position in the South and Central
American regions, including its home
market of Argentina, Capria has been
expanding its sales to other parts of the
world in recent years. In July this year it
further strengthened its export business
by extending the territory covered by
its Sydney-based sales representative
Butchart Marine Services. Originally
appointed to Australia and New
Zealand, Butchart now also covers
all of Southeast Asia and the Pacific
Islands.
Butchart Marine was Capria’s first
sales representative, back in 2017.
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A semi-automated crane and
launcher system from Capria will
pull a boat of up to 15m (49ft) from
a rack and have it afloat in under
three minutes, increasing the total
marina customer base while keeping
premium in-water space available for
sailboats and large yachts.
Unlike the construction of a new wet
slip marina that requires an extensive
permitting process and massive
financial layout, a Capria solution uses
far fewer square metres and, typically,
results in lower taxes. It doesn’t even
require concrete flooring, further
reducing the overall construction
investment.
Storage facilities using Capria
solutions can be built open or closed
and do not necessarily require concrete
bases. While almost all have roofs, in
colder climates some also have side
walls to protect winter stored boats
– and ensure a source of year-round
income.
By necessity, marinas require a
massive electrical infrastructure but
although a Capria drystack solution is
all-electric, it is far less expensive than
building and maintaining the power grid
needed for traditional in-water storage.
The lower initial capital expenditure
is only part of the financial benefit.
With reduced insurance premiums,
less system and facility maintenance
and fewer personnel needed, overall
operating expenses decrease. Once
the greater number of boats that can be
stored is factored in, profitability soars
and the efficiency of the operation
helps marinas retain customers season
after season.
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DRYSTACK STORAGE

Full speed ahead with Fort Lauderdale drystack
Left: Construction underway at the
drystack. Below: CGIs show external and
internal layout.
up to 30,000lbs (13,610kg), can be
lifted to the top rack of the facility. The
sophisticated crane will be shipped to
the site at 1335 SE 16th Street in 100ft
(30m) sections.

Construction is progressing at full speed on the 59,000ft² (5,500m²) F3 Marina
Fort Lauderdale in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. The initial phases have consisted
of intensive planning and coordination, including working closely with Florida
Power & Light (FPL) to convert overhead power lines to an underground
run, before erecting the marina’s massive 1,750-ton structural steel frame.
The project has faced some unforeseen delays due to the recent events and
challenges.
26,000ft² (2,400m²) of curtain wall
“The past six months have been
glass. Located on a tight site in a busy
frustrating for us due to governmenttourist and marine area near residential
related delays. But all issues are
neighbourhoods, the project demands
resolved and we are now all hands
precise staging and traffic coordination
on deck working towards our opening
throughout its 14-month build. Since
in September of 2021. The wait will
the project will cover the entire site,
be worth it as this will set a new
logistics and scheduling challenges
standard for all drystack marinas, to
include coordinating multiple cranes to
be measured in functionality, service
reach areas before access is cut off.
and experience for boaters,” says John
Matheson, president of F3 Marina.
F3 Marina Fort Lauderdale will
The 130ft (40m) high, hurricanehardened structural steel and precast concrete building will include
1,100 pre-cast concrete panels and

feature an automated crane to lift
boats from the water and place them
in an elevated slip. Boats as large as
46ft (14m) long, 17ft (5m) high and
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“There is a high-demand for this type
of marina, which can store boats up to
46 feet [14m] in length and 17 feet [5m]
tall in a hurricane-rated building, and in
a great location in Fort Lauderdale near
the inlet. We have already built a strong
boater response with many contracts
already signed even a year prior to
opening,” says Alain Giudice, senior
vice president F3 Marina.
Construction is set to be complete in
August 2021 to enable the drystack to
open to boaters in September.
Project team members include Miller
Construction for prominent design/build
and construction services, architect
RINKA of Milwaukee, engineers
Jezerinac Group of West Palm Beach
(structural), and Edgewater Resources
of Pompano Beach (civil).
Miller Construction president, Brian
Sudduth, summed up the project:
“F3 Marina is drawing on advanced
technology to lead change in the
efficiency and potential growth of
drystack marinas. The automated
system is expected to lift and store or
retrieve boats in under five minutes,
and that’s a breakthrough for the
marine industry. We’re building a great
looking, efficient structure to help bring
that concept to life.”
F3 Marina, a division of Founders
3 Real Estate Services, is based in
Wisconsin, USA.
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DRYSTACK STORAGE
Giant Wiggins forklifts serve the
spacious 300-boat Trafalgar Drystack,
the largest fully enclosed drystack in
Europe.

after tying them up, ready for their
owners to arrive.
All customers are issued with
clear arrival guidelines, together
with current advice from the Royal
Yachting Association (RYA), local
harbour safety guidelines and
refresher videos about safe boating.

Bumper result for
post-lockdown boating
Thanks to some positive thinking and deft initiatives, Trafalgar Drystack –
Europe’s largest, fully enclosed drystack – experienced a surge in business
when lockdown was eased in England on 13th May.
Located on Portsmouth Harbour, the
drystack has six tiers of floor to ceiling
boat racks for over 300 powerboats,
motor boats and RIBs. The facility is
the vision of managing director, Jonny
Boys, who bought the old Vosper
Thornycroft site in Portsmouth in 2008
and set about converting the huge boat
shed and site into Trafalgar Wharf, a
fantastic facility for leisure boaters. Just
prior to lockdown, the drystack’s interior
racking was expanded by 50% and it
received a brand new roof.
Drystack customers have unlimited,
guaranteed launching as three huge
Wiggins forklifts are on site to ensure
constant service. Launch requests are
made via an online app to ensure that
boats are on the dockside and waiting
for their owners within the hour.
In mid-May, Trafalgar Drystack
achieved a record number of boat
launches as private boaters flocked to
the water to resume outdoor activities.
On Monday 25th May, one of the
hottest Spring Bank holidays for many
years, the drystack team handled 100
boat launch and retrieval requests.
General manager, Colin Richardson,

explained the process: “We’ve managed
to achieve a three hour window, from
receiving the customer’s boat launch
request to actual launch time, even with
the social distancing, additional boat
hygiene and cleansing measures we’ve
put in place,” he said. “This means our
customers can go boating the same
day, without needing to give 24 hours
notice. To handle 100 launches a day,
with this additional workload, was a
fantastic achievement by our dedicated
drystack team.”
Records continued to be broken
as the summer months progressed.
Richardson confirmed 124 boat moves
a day on 25th June and 133 on Sunday
12th July and summed up by saying
“if we compare 1st June 2019 – 31st
August 2019 to the same period in
2020 then we are up approximately 400
boat moves.”
Trafalgar Drystack uses its forklifts
to launch boats in an almost entirely
mechanised process, lifting them from
the vast, indoor boat racks and lowering
them into the water, all ready to go.
Additional cleansing measures are in
place when the boats need fuelling and
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One of the three Wiggins forklifts
is held in reserve to guarantee an
uninterrupted service should any
mechanical issues arise. “Being
able to launch continuously avoids
any backlog and is greatly helping
us reduce any risk that customers
are kept hanging around together. They
can go straight from their car to their
boat on the pontoon at their appointed
arrival time, and maintain a physical,
social distance at all times,” Richardson
confirmed.
Despite the return to boating, Jonny
Boys is more than aware of the industry
challenges COVID-19 is causing,
and in early June launched a monthlong scheme to help all boat brokers,
dealers and manufacturers incentivise
their boat sales. For this crucial time,
he offered free drystack storage with
unlimited launches and recoveries to
anyone selling brand new RIBS and
motor boats of 6-9m (20-29ft).
In 20 years of selling boats, Boys
thought he’d experienced every up
and down the industry had to offer. Yet,
despite government assistance, with
loans and furlough schemes helping
some businesses, the impact of the
lockdown on many boat sellers meant
immense pressure to sell boats during
the four weeks of June simply to stay in
business.
“There’s been nothing like this
lockdown for the marine industry, and
we’ve noticed much more industry cooperation rather than competition,” Boys
noted. “It’s time to get back on our feet
– and do it together. We’re all trying to
sell more boats, and now is the time for
‘we not I’. So, in a brainstorm moment, I
asked what can we do to help everyone
kick start boating and boat sales?”
The June incentive offer led to the sale
of nine new boats, thus helping boat
sellers as well as securing nine new
customers for Trafalgar Drystack.
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DRYSTACK STORAGE

Fawley waterside scheme wins planning approval
The New Forest District Council and the New Forest National Park Authority in the south of England granted consent in
early September for an ambitious waterside scheme in Fawley, Hampshire. Fawley Waterside is proposed to house up
to 4,000 people and create 10 ha (25 acres) of commercial, civic and employment space. The scheme includes a major
drystack facility, marina berthing and significant marine employment proposals that have been designed by Marina
Projects (MPL).
Project backer Fawley Waterside,
founded by local land owner Aldred
Drummond, bought the 120 ha (297
acre) power station site five years
ago from energy giant RWE Npower.
The scheme has been described as
‘one of the most significant planning
applications that has ever been
submitted to New Forest District
Council’.
The former Fawley Power Station,
which is now redundant, offers some 50
ha (124 acres) of previously developed
operational land and occupies a
strategic location, providing immediate
access to the waters of the Solent.
Marina Projects has provided a
comprehensive scope of advice,
including marine leisure market
research, masterplan support and
marina design. A modern automated
drystack facility is designed to sit at
the heart of the development creating
a focal point and animation of the
waterspace. The drystack will have
two separate sheds and an automated
launch and recovery system providing
berthing for up to 600 vessels, typically

in the 7-11m (23-36ft) range, which will
suit the typical day-boating activity on
the Solent.
The potential for utilising the existing
dock and power station basement was
a particular influence on the design
and a key consideration. This could be
used to create an extensive protected
basin area and a canal that will serve
the marine employment site. With an
impoundment gate, this will maintain
over 7m (23ft) of water depth.
In preparing marine employment
proposals, MPL also had to develop a
navigational protocol to deal with the
mix of users on site. The masterplan
vision is to create “a new sustainable
community on the edge of the New
Forest” that will incorporate a marine
focused employment zone (2,500 jobs
in high-tech and maritime sectors).
Marina Projects managing director,
Mike Ward, commented: “The physical
attributes of the site and its strategic
location go hand in hand and the client’s
aspiration to create a market leading
drystack facility is entirely appropriate.
Coupled with the vision to develop a
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cutting-edge marine employment hub,
building upon the local skills and wider
community benefits will ensure the
success of this scheme and the legacy
of this landmark site.”
“We have worked with MPL to
create the opportunity for a UK centre
of maritime excellence,” explained
Aldred Drummond. From a location
perspective, this aim is ideal as the
Solent and Southampton Water are
already home to leading maritime
institutions such as Maritime and
Coastguard Agency, National
Oceanography Centre, Universities
of Southampton and Portsmouth,
the Royal Navy, Lloyd’s Register,
Associated British Ports and many
leading businesses.
“This is a unique opportunity due to
the scale of the site, its existing dock,
huge basement and prime location
at the mouth of Southampton Water,”
Drummond continued.
MPL has advised from the start
and has a broad range of skills and
comprehensive understanding of the
industry.
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BOATSHARE CONCEPTS
Click & Boat customers at the Blue Grotto
in Capri, Italy.
billion by the end of the period. This will
be facilitated by digitisation and apps
that simplify the process. The forecast,
which was published in November
2019 before potential impact of the
COVID pandemic could be considered,
pointed to motor boat hire as leading
the sector along with an albeit more
modest projection for increased interest
in electric boats.

Putting the ‘app’ in
boat rental

Alternatives to exclusive boat ownership are gaining momentum. Online
platforms offering charter, P2P rentals, marina berths, bundled services and
shared navigation data are on the rise. Apps for reservations and payments
continue to grow. Donatella Zucca reports on developments in general and in
her home market of Italy.
Although it is important to recognise
that in Europe and North America boat
ownership continues to dominate, even
if the boats sit idly in their berths for
most of the year, the global success
of Uber and Airbnb have stimulated
interest in boat sharing. For boat
owners it’s a way to amortise the
increasing costs of maintenance, taxes,
insurance and berth rental, and help
justify ownership if they lack the time
– as is more and more the case – to
enjoy being onboard themselves.

made by people without a boat licence.
According to a forward-looking study
conducted by Transparency Market
Research on the global trends of boat
rental between 2019 and 2027, the
market sector will expand, with a CAGR
(average annual growth rate) of around
4% to reach a value of around US$26

The B2C hire model, together with
tour services, has good prospects for
the future and the niche role of large
luxury yacht rental is always worthy of
note. The leading players, with highly
advanced platforms, are to be found in
Europe and North America. Together,
by 2027, they are anticipated to cover
55% of the world’s boat rental market.
Rationale for past and future growth
has, however, changed. In the PreCOVID world, where there was a
general increase in per capita income
that allowed for a higher spend in the
leisure and luxury sectors, renting
out one’s boat recovered some of the
maintenance costs and increased
interest in renting led to the rise of
new business models. Post-COVID,
boat owners are renting out in order to
guarantee they can keep their boats
and some are chartering a large boat in
order to rent a smaller one. Customers
renting large boats do so to stay safe
with their families or opt for small boats
so as to avoid the crowded beaches.
The pandemic aside, day cruises

For customers, especially in the
millennial generation, who rate the
pleasure of experience higher than
ownership, renting time aboard avoids
the boredom of being on the same
boat, enables them to navigate freely
without problems and, as marinas are
key elements of the business, includes
hassle-free mooring.
New boat renters are very often
novices. Many aged between 30 and
45 have never been on a boat. In the
first weeks of July, Italian tour operator
Made Eden Viaggi revealed that 80% of
its bookings for boating holidays were
The Click & Boat team
promoting happy boating.
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BOATSHARE CONCEPTS
Beneteau Boat Club will soon be launched
at two further sites in Europe.
and the Peer to Peer sectors are
mostly driven by privately owned boat
rentals, especially in Europe and North
America, with rental of boats of around
8m (26ft) generally doing well. Sports
boats are more popular in Europe.
Large yachts are subject to most true
boat share arrangements.

Types and players
Peer to Peer boat share, via online
platforms, enables the customer to
choose boats from different types of
fleets and to find a boat near home or
near a holiday destination as per Airbnb
and Uber. Payments and procedures
are online and via an app. Uber itself
made its debut in 2018 in Croatia,
offering transfers and daily cruises.
In our current
environment,
GetMyBoat
stands out as
market leader,
with more than
130,000 boats
and 9,300
destinations in
Valeria Galli
184 countries.
Boatsetter, after its purchase of
BoatBound, has tens of thousands of
boats scattered around the world and
places itself at
the top of the
Peer to Peer
services in the
USA. Samboat,
established in
2014, has 40,000
boats in the
Mediterranean
and other parts
of the world and, John Giglio
on average,
helps 90,000 people to get afloat every
year.

rent, by individuals and companies and
is big in Italy.
For property enthusiasts, fractional
or shared ownership gives ownership
of and use of a boat for booked periods
without major financial commitment
or the burden of having to deal solely
with everything boat ownership entails.
English broker Ancaster is successful
in promoting this concept and currently
has over 1,000 new and used boats
available.
Smart Yacht Club, based in Vaduz,
Liechtenstein, offers individual
solutions and crewed yachts in the top
Mediterranean locations and, in Italy,
MedBoat Sharing has a timeshare
service whose annual fee covers
everything from mooring onwards.
Yet another formula is the Boat Club,
where members have access to a
professionally managed fleet of boats.

This concept was launched by Freedom
Boat Club, the oldest boat club in the
USA. It currently has around 20,000
members and several franchises
including the Jeanneau Freedom Boat
Club of the Beneteau Group, which in
turn is active with Beneteau Boat Club,
Boat Club France, Dream Boat Club
etc. The Mediterranean is the most
requested destination.

Freedom in Europe
John Giglio, president of Freedom Boat
Club, sold the business to Brunswick in
2019.
“[As a result], we are adopting many
of the Brunswick brands into our fleet
across North America but continue
to buy boats from our long time boat
partners,” he confirms. “Specific to our
expansion into Europe, we have a great
relationship with the Beneteau Group
Sailing adventures are just a “click” away.

Positioned
between boat
rentals and
yacht charter is
England-based
Borrow a Boat.
This is active
in 65 countries
Luca Brancaleon
and in the most
sought after
places in the Mediterranean. It has over
40,000 boats, is a leading voice in the
sector and operates in synergy with the
nautical industry. The French Click &
Boat platform has over 30,000 boats to
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BOATSHARE CONCEPTS
marinas and the doubling of VAT on
rentals. It’s a case of making money
where money can be made.
The Italian market is dominated by
Click & Boat, but Someboat, Boatsetter,
Borrow a Boat and Med Boat Sharing
also thrive, and Beneteau Boat Club is
expanding with two bases.

and many of our French franchise
owners are Jeanneau dealers.”
Although Freedom Boat Club
currently has no relationships in place
in Europe aside from with Beneteau,
there has been “quite a bit of interest”
from individual boat dealers, marina
owners and groups, and entrepreneurs.
In the USA, work with marina groups is
well established.
The customer base is broad. “We
attract a lot of people new to boating,
from the younger end of the spectrum.
We also pick up a lot of members
who have aged out of boat ownership
but join the club to continue the
boating lifestyle without the burden of
ownership,” Giglio notes.
Freedom Boat Club offers at least 20
different boat brands and has nearly
3,000 boats across its 234 locations.
“We are much focused on power boats
and our members choose the type
of boat based on their daily plan. We
don’t have large vessels in the fleet –
almost all are 8-10m [26-33ft] boats,” he
confirms.

fundamental for maintaining it. Our Boat
Club would not be possible without a
mobile app, which gives us enormous
flexibility, booking reservations, check in
and out,” he adds.
Beneteau works with the same
size range of boats and also has a
larger boat niche sector. “For us, this
is an asset in which we intend to
invest. There will be other Jeanneau
Freedom or Beneteau Clubs. It is ideal
for overseas customers who want
vacations and for those who want to
avoid the hassle of boat ownership.”

Renting in Italy
Italy is one of the top boating
destinations. Renting out boats has
increased as it gives the economic
means to keep and maintain them,
especially in the times of COVID.
Nautical tourism is in crisis due to
retroactive increases in state fees at

Italy is Click & Boat’s second largest
market (17.7%) after France (41.7%)
and ahead of Spain (16.7%) and
Greece (9.4%). “The home market is
the preferred destination for Italians,”
confirms Click & Boat marketing
manager Valeria Galli. “They choose
Sardinia, Liguria, Sicily, Campania
and Tuscany. In Italy, we have over
3,200 owners – private and corporate
– and over 5,500 boats on lakes and
at the coast. From February to May/
June reservations tend to be for one
week or longer, and for catamarans
or sailboats. In July and August,
bookings are for shorter times, more
last minute and motor boats are
favoured. But since the end of the
COVID-19 lockdown, bookings for July
and August have been for one to two
weeks and mainly for catamarans and
sailboats.”
COVID-19 has had other effects.
“Over the past months, it has slowed
down our activity,” Galli admits, “but
we used the time to improve the
services and functionality of our digital
platform so as to be ready for when
business reopened. Luckily, boats
are a safe way to escape everyday
life and the stress of quarantine, and
sailing is isolated. We’ve also followed
the communications of government
and nautical associations in terms of
protective measures,” she adds.

Freedom has also helped Beneteau
to diversify. “Beneteau Yacht Club
now has ten bases and the first, in
Les Sables-d’Olonne was swiftly
successful. Jeanneau was given the
chance to develop Freedom Boat Club
in Europe in 2018 and now has five
bases,” explains Beneteau managing
director Luca Brancaleon. “New
technologies have greatly influenced
the development of the sector and are
Gathering (pre-COVID) for
the Beneteau Boat Club Cup.
Photo: Julien Gazeau
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Awarded with 5 Blue Stars
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BOATSHARE CONCEPTS

American
surge in
P2P rentals
Boatsetter, the leading peer-topeer boat rental platform in the
USA, has announced a 270%
increase in traffic year-on-year. The
platform currently has over 19,000
rental listings in over 600 cities
worldwide.

Premier brings Agapi
club concept to the UK
UK marina group Premier Marinas has partnered with Agapi Boat Club of
Sweden to introduce a subscription boat club. The venture was launched in
August at Premier’s Swanwick Marina during the 2020 British Motor Yacht
Show.
Agapi Boat Club boasts a network of
13 centres in Sweden, Finland, Crete
and Spain and attracts new boaters,
corporates and ‘born again boaters’.
The Premier Agapi Boat Club will offer
its members the option to access these
overseas Agapi sites, its own marinas
at Chichester, Southsea, Port Solent
and Gosport, and Swanwick, the home
of its first club.

premium boats that we require to
fit with the Premier brand. But, as
importantly, we found that there
were shared values between our two
organisations including a requirement
for professionalism, respect for
customers, staff and suppliers and a
deep understanding of what delivering
a first-class service means,” he said.

Premier offers a variety of
membership packages enabling
customers to select a fee plan to reflect
their choice of boat models, level
of usage and service requirements.
First arrivals in the Club’s fleet will
include the award-winning Agapi 950
motorboat (above) and the smaller
but no less speedy Agapi 800 (above
inset). Further models will be added in
2020 and 2021 when the fleet is also
expected to include an electric boat.

Agapi CEO, Peder Asplund,
responded: “We are a fast growing
company looking for growth – but in the
right way and with the right partners.
Premier’s cultural values mirror those
of our own brand and we particularly
value Premier’s ambition, commercial
agility and respect for the environment.
We could not have chosen a more
fitting partner to bring the Agapi Boat
Club concept into the UK and we look
forward to the success of the Premier
Agapi Boat Club.”

Premier Marinas business
development director, Andy Mills,
said the company had undertaken
research into a number of boat
models and operators before finding
the right fit. “Agapi not only offered
the kind of club we aspired to run
and the cutting edge service systems
to back it, but they also provide the

Agapi Boating AB was founded
by Alejandra Levinas Asplund and
Peder Asplund in 2006 to create a
new type of boating life focused on
freedom, simplicity and environmental
sustainability. They launched the first
Agapi boat in 2010 and, in 2013, a
variety of different business models
based on the sharing economy.
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The service recorded its highest
ever number of bookings to date for
the month of June, with an increase of
74% over June 2019. It also reported
a 40% increase in listings as owners
seek new ways to help offset the
overall cost of boat ownership.
The dramatic surge in bookings
came amid the ongoing pandemic,
during a time when long periods
of isolation and social distancing
halted most forms of travel and
recreational activities. The recordbreaking numbers strongly indicated
that consumers in the northern
hemisphere shifted their summer
travel plans towards staying close to
home.
Boatsetter’s user behaviour survey
revealed that customers were looking
for outdoor activities with limited
contact and that they sought booking
flexibility. Last-minute bookings
increased, made easier by the
‘Instant Book’ facility, which enables
consumers to find readily available
boat options that offer flexible booking
and cancellation policies.
Data indicated that 51% of renters
interested in boating wanted to rent
locally for family outings and small
group excursions. The remaining
49% wanted to rent a boat when on
vacation. As 95% of Americans live
within an hour’s drive of a navigable
body of water, Boatsetter’s expansive
inventory of rentals available in
communities near rivers, lakes and
oceans across the USA makes
boating more accessible as it does
not limit consumers to renting solely
in larger metropolitan cities or top
boating markets.
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Are your float drums certified by an accredited testing agency?
They should be. Ask for Ace Floats by name!

Tested and Certified by
IMANNA Laboratory Inc.
/ Falling Dart Impact Test
/ 7-Day Hunt Water
Absorption Test
/ Encasement Wall
Thickness Standard
/ And More!
IMANNA Certified
www.imanna.com/customer-spotlight
For over 25 years, Den Hartog Industries in Hospers, Iowa has
elevated the quality of foam-filled float drums, setting the industry
standards and is a leader in the marine industry on quality, durability
and longevity. Visit www.acefloatdrums.com for a variety of product
sizes, specifications with bouyancy and technical information.
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Take a look at our ABC Certificate.
It shows our circulation has been independently
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So our advertisers know they’re getting what they
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ABC. See it. Believe it. Trust it.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Safer
pedestal
upgrades
with pin
and clip
connector
SmartPlug electrical receptacles are
now available in configurations for
shoreside connection, simplifying
power pedestal upgrades at marinas.
The units are offered in 30A, 125V
and 50A, 125/250V versions, with
optional separate weather doors.

New Legacy brings
new benefits
Canadian decking manufacturer ThruFlow has introduced the significantly
upgraded Legacy XP pass-through panel to replace its popular Legacy
product.
“We’ve taken the existing design and
feel of our legacy panel and added a
more robust structure to its architecture,
and new bonding technology to the
GFPP material in the panel to increase
its strength properties,” says ThruFlow
business manager Angus Smith.
“The panel will have more play and
ease of installation with its elongated
mounting holes, and with a ‘no tab’
option available, it will be ideal for
finishing a dock or stairs,” he adds.

ThruFlow has had much success
in recent years with its Surge series
decking, a product that offers light
penetration and wave protection; the
cost-effective unreinforced Impact
series; and the innovative Sol series
that brings solar power direct to the
dock. The new Legacy XP offers yet
more benefits to marina operators, and
at the same price of the existing Legacy
decking product.
www.thruflow.com

Does online learning work?
In April, the Marina Industries Association (MIA) announced a commitment to
fast track online learning initiatives in light of COVID-19. Since then, MIA has
conducted many online regional meetings and webinars and converted two
face-to-face courses for online delivery. The online Club Marine Emergency
Preparedness course attracted 35 participants and 17 people participated in
the online Intermediate Marina Management (IMM) course.

Traditional twist-type AC shore power
connectors rely on thin, easily corroded
blades for a connection—both on the
boat and shoreside. With a unique pin
and clip design, SmartPlug is claimed
to offer 20 times the metal-to-metal
contact for maximum electrical transfer.
More importantly, this drastically
reduces the likelihood of arcing and
overheating, which are leading causes
of marina and boat fires.
The SmartPlug is designed to selfalign and push straight in, making it
especially easy for transient boaters
to use in unfamiliar marinas at night.
As the connection is made, the device
cleans itself. The plug automatically
locks securely into the receptacle.
SmartPlug weather doors are
available in vertical and horizontal
configurations, with 50A knockouts.
www.smartplug.com

The IMM course is delivered
across the globe but this was the first
time it had been conducted online.
Professionals from the UAE,
China, Thailand and Australia
took part and the course was
delivered over four weeks
instead of the normal four and a
half day face-to-face timeframe.
“Right from the get-go we
were very aware of how best
to compensate for the lack of
physical interaction impacting
on the development of long
term relationships and networks
that are traditionally a valuable
legacy of these management
courses,” said MIA CEO Colin
Bransgrove. “It was clear, early
on in the course that more
interaction was required and
optional small group discussion
sessions were added to stimulate
dialogue.”
The review revealed that content
and presentations were rated on par
with face-to-face courses; the 360°
marina tour was actually viewed as
having benefits over a physical tour; but
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networking rated 3.8 against an average
of 4.8 for the previous two courses.
“The networking gap can be

reduced with greater use of dialogue
from lecturers; increasing their class
interaction time and ensuring more
facilitated small group discussions,”
noted MIA industry education officer
Vijaya Selvaraj.
www.marinas.net.au
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THE SAFE, COMPACT, SELF-PROPELLED
SUBMERSIBLE BOAT CARRIAGE

One man can easily and safely do dry docking and launching of sailing
and motor boats on ramps and slipways with a SUBLIFT. Typical usage is
docking for fast service, cleaning of hulls and for winter season storage.

1

12-90
ton

sales@sublift.se | www.sublift.se

TOTAL CONTROL
OF MARINA

at your fingertips

marinamanagementsoftwaresolutions

IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
TO CREATE ADDED VALUE

IN YOUR
LANGUAGE
Visit our website

www.marina-master.com

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

New floor grating tops all tests
UK company Dura Composites has launched d² Dura Grating, a
completely redesigned floor grating product range that is claimed to
offer the best ever performance-to-weight ratio in its class.

product achieves ultra-low slip potential
in both wet and dry conditions. Dura
Composites went to huge lengths for
this; simulating the effects of over three
months of pendulum testing – the
equivalent of 1.1 million real footfalls. At
the end of the tests, the slip-resistance
of the surface was proven to reduce
by a mere 5%, making it a serious
contender for heavy-duty flooring
projects.
Although good for all industries, d²
is particularly well suited to the marine
sector as it offers attractive colour
options, long term durability and meets
the 20mm European Ball Falling test.

Extensively patent-protected and EU
design registered, the series consists of
ten variants in standard, mini-mesh and
covered formats in a variety of colours
and thicknesses. It also offers a raft
of safety features and is more costeffective than traditional GRP grating,
offering cost savings of up to 14% per

square metre/square foot compared
with previous generation GRP grating.
d² Dura Grating has Class B fire
rating, believed to be an industry first. It
is rated with BS EN 13501-1 standard
and also has an independently certified
EuroClass rating of Bfl-s1.
Further to rigorous testing, the

The unique grating design allows
for improved visual inspection of the
substructure or assets located below,
meaning less lifting of the panels is
required. This ultimately saves time
and labour, helps identify potential
issues faster and improves overall
safety.
www.duracomposites.com

PROUD TO B E MAD E IN AMERICA

Dealership Opportunities Available

www.boatlift.com/
become-a-dealer
AUSTRALIA

Up to 25,000 lb. lifting capacity available
z
z
z
z

User friendly operation
Expandable capacity (lift can add capacity at later time)
Simply tie to a dock/piling
Easily moveable in areas prone to hurricanes or ﬂooding

WATCH
VIDEO NOW

1.800.825.3379 | boatlift.com
sales1@boatlift.com
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Learn from the past,
prepare for the future
As we live under the cloud of a global pandemic, it’s time to think differently
about many aspects of business. Idan Cohen, chairman of the Marine
Innovations Association and head of Pick a Pier, a service aimed at helping
marinas make the best use of digital technology, urges us to evaluate new
opportunities.
With air travel limited and complicated
at the moment, people are choosing to
spend their vacations on the local shores,
with yachts and maritime sport activities
becoming more popular than ever. This
phenomenon is growing exponentially.
The sea has always served as an escape
from daily life with its addictive sense
of freedom, and today even more so.
Idan Cohen (second from left) with
The importance and potential of coastal
TransEurope Marinas and
tourism are rising. And, naturally, boating
Pick a Pier colleagues.
will rise and grow with it.
now, this unfortunate and unexpected
Sailing, economy and history
chain of events that we are experiencing
Large-scale social and economic crises
will create new and promising
aren’t new to humanity. At the beginning
tourism opportunities for private
of the second millennium BC, when
marine businesses, coastal cities and
the eastern shore of the Mediterranean
governments.
started developing, ports thrived and
The future
dozens of small villages were built from
There are hundreds of marinas globally
the shores of Lebanon to the north of
that see this challenge as an opportunity
Sinai. The main ones were Akko, Jaffa
– a chance to renew and enhance the
and Ashdod (incredibly all still standing
trend of coastal tourism. With the sea
to this day). The sailing channels, which
now being a preferred place for leisure
were mainly developed alongside the
activity, we are seeing a gradual change
shoreline, started extending to the west,
in the perception of the yachting world
to Cyprus, Crete and other Greek Islands.
as well. Yachting is slowly becoming
But then, geo-political changes brought
more accessible to the public, with
a tremendously destructive cultural
groups of friends or families enjoying the
and economic crisis towards the end
experience of freedom and connectivity
of the millennium. In history, this crisis
together.
is referred to as the Late Bronze Age
When we’re speaking of marinas,
Collapse. This crisis had an immediate
it is important to remember that we’re
effect on the area’s coastal cities,
also speaking of commercial centres,
weakening the majority of them. But
real estate, nightlife, services, and a
what’s interesting about this era is not
community that the marina supplies for
the crisis, and not even the impact it had
the boaters upon berthing. This is not just
on maritime activity. The interesting part
coastal tourism, it is a world of business
about it is what followed; the development
opportunities. When recreational boating
of Ancient Greece or, in other words, the
becomes more accessible, it creates and
world as we know it today.
grows new markets. And that’s important
The present
news for all stakeholders in the maritime
Today, in 2020, we are experiencing
industry.
another crisis. It is embodied in economic
We are all familiar with the phrase
upheaval, social distancing and great
‘learn from the past, prepare for the
uncertainty. In such moments, we can
future, live in the present.’ With the
do two things: panic and stay blindfolded
on-going global challenges, this quote
by uncertainty, or we can take our skills
represents a reminder for us that we do
and knowledge and navigate our way
have the power to navigate our way into
towards new and better pathways. We
a better future by taking action now.
are currently entering a new era of
Together, we can prepare and build
social and economic possibilities. As
for the future by using and learning from
difficult as it might be seeing this right
our past experiences. Let’s start now.
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THE LEGACY PANEL THAT REVOLUTIONIZED AN INDUSTRY

JUST GOT BETTER

OUR MOST RESILIENT PANEL YET
Premium bonding technology
Elongated screw holes for easy installation
Large rib structure reduces the ﬂex properties
Tab and no tab option for a cleaner look
*no tab option available on 3ft and 4ft panels only

Available Fall 2020. Find a dealer near you at thruflow.com

888-478-3569 | sales@thruﬂow.com | sales@thruﬂow.com

